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7.11.2021 

MONTHLY REPORTS FOR SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER 

Greetings from Toro Babies Home in the name of our Lord Jesus 

Christ. 

Toro Babies Home wishes you all the best in whatever you’re doing 

especially in this period of Covid 19. 

HOME STATUS  

The Home is moving on well both the children and staff are all fine. 

The Home is moving on well with 48 children 24 girls and 24 boys. 

We did not get any new child in these two months. 

The new twins and their sister Gorret Katusiime Gloria are now fine 

but Isingoma Simon Joseph developed some complications in his 

stomach. The doctor said he has Hernia which will need to operated 

with time but it’s too painful, he cries a lot and cannot sleep well. 
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Isingoma Joseph with Hernia  The twins and Gloria with their 
Father 

 

 

Staff  

 The Staff is fine and working hard to make the Home move on well. 

They appreciate the love and care you always give them. 

Lucy is doing a great job in cleaning the office and making the 

compound clean. 

Teacher Irene is doing well to help the children study and play in the 

Home with a lot of activities. 

She has kept all the children active and very happy. 

 

 

Children playing in the sand pit Children on the swings  



 

  

  
Children playing on the circus  With the volunteers on the sand 

pit 

 

RESSETLEMENT  

We have not resettled any child in these two months because of the 
lockdown but hopefully in November we shall resettle some.  

 

Physiotherapy  

Physiotherapy classes were done well and am happy our children are 
doing very well. 

Murunga Stephen is also improving and the leg is healing slowly. She 
is going back to Kampala for review on 12.11.2021. 

Keron was back from the hospital and a glad that he is improving very 
well. He is trying to walk but we lack a walker which can help him 
start walking on his own. 

 



 

  

Keron pushing the old walker He can push it and walk now 
 

He is very happy and pushes this old walker very well. 

Gift is also improving with a help from Ruth the volunteer and she has 
helped her very much and gift has a smile all the time. 

 
 

Gift with Ruth Mother Christine with Keron 
playing 

 

 

 



 

Kisembo John who had a club foot was again worked on and after two 
weeks she will be fine and plasters removed.  

 
John with the plasters. They will be 
removed after 2 weeks. 
 

 

Kasiisi project  

Kasiisi is doing well.  we are harvesting cassava, sweet potatoes, 

beans and maize now. 

The farmers are digging new gardens for sweet potatoes and maize. 

Kagote project  

Kagote is doing very well too. The plantation is doing well and we 

have begun harvesting vegetables, matooke and maize. 

We harvest matooke every week and Tadeo is doing a great job. 

Challenges 



1. Our saucepans in the kitchen are all getting old and we request 

to have new ones. We have got 2 quotations from 2 different 

shops. 

 
 

  

 

 

Appreciation 

i. We appreciate the international Donors especially Children Need 

Parents who continuously support the running of the Home and 

pay staff salaries. Partner Chaft Gesude Welt who help in the 

daily running of the Home and hospital bills for Stephen and 

Keron and the Volunteers and the local Donors who 

continuously support the Home especially in this Covid 19 crisis.  

ii. To the volunteer Ruth who helps the children with 

physiotherapy exercises especially with Gift and David. David 

has begun to stand and walk with support. 



 
Ruth feeding David 

 
Ruth playing with the children 

 

iii. To the Germany Volunteers Carla and Judith who help in so 

many house chores like washing clothes, peeling matooke, 

mopping and feeding children. They have helped in the 

physiotherapy classes and help do exercises with the children. 

They normally visit the hospital with the sick children. 

iv. To all the staff members who make this Home move on very well 

and always putting a smile on these innocent souls. I appreciate 

their efforts. 



v. To all the Trustees and Board Members for the love and support 

despite of the little time they have. 

  Thank you Lord for the Love and Care you provide for us. 

Compiled by   

MRS BETTY KEMIGISA KISAIJA  

MATRON TBH 

 

 

 


